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GMB Structural now leads the way in delivering dynamic, creative and cost effective

solutions. To serve our clients, we utilise the latest technology and employ the best

talent we can find. Our technologically advanced approach helps us to stay ahead of

our competition and provides our clients with the best possible solutions at the best

price. We believe that an innovative and enquiring approach is the best way we can

address our clients challenges. We can help you with your renovations, pools,

landscaping, retaining walls or designs of structural elements.

Our story is that we are a collection of individuals with a range of industry and life

skills and qualifications who enjoy providing structural solutions to the building and

construction industry. We are all good people, who are passionate about GMB

Structural and delivering the best solution, not just a solution.

We bring value and credibility to all projects with a long history of walking the walk.

If you have a problem, we’ll fix it. We want to ensure that you get the most value

out of our service as possible. As our client, it is our aim to make sure that you are

happy in all areas of our service and ensure that GMB is your first port of call for any

future projects.We bring value and credibility to all projects with a long history of
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sure that you are happy in all areas of our service and ensure that GMB is your first

port of call for any future projects.

Our consulting engineers here at GMB Structural are experienced professionals who

can help with the expert engineering analysis and guidance that your building or

project requires – whether that be structural engineering on your residential,

commercial or industrial project. We can help you with your renovations, pools,

landscaping, retaining walls or designs of structural elements.
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